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About This Content
The Edinburgh-Glasgow Expansion Pack is a recreation of the line from Edinburgh Waverley to Glasgow Queen Street via
Falkirk High, and including the Grangemouth Intermod 5d3b920ae0
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This is an older route and it's not even very long but I highly recommend this if it's on sale (I dont think ANY TrainSim route is
worth full price to be honest). Firstly, it looks great and has the scope to do commuter or express passenger as well as freight
workings as well. The class 170 DMU really is a great little train as well (developed by Thompson) and comes with quite a few
liveries for free as well. If you like any routes in the UK and don't have the Class 170 then this should a bonus reason to get it.
Secondly, if you don't have a killer, supercharged PC and want something that won't turn into a slideshow, this is one of the best
routes i've run.. Get this DLC if you are new to train simulator you get some really good DLC with it. and I like using this route
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if I'm sad it makes me feel better.. One of only a handful of Scottish routes. Nice scenarios and train-model too.. Very good add
on, excellent route. Class 170 needs updating in terms of sounds and detail. Lots of potential in this route, ECS runs, all stops,
express and freight.. 100% i recomend you use this map i thought DTG is not going to make but they did i hope they make more
of these kind of routes.
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